Give to the

Friends of SfN Fund
Support the next generation of
neuroscientists through travel awards
and other career development initiatives.

To inquire about specific initiatives, or to make a tax-deductible donation,
visit www.sfn.org/supportsfn or e-mail: development@sfn.org.

Join the

Society for Neuroscience
Professor of Circuits and Systems
Neuroinformatics

Are you an SfN member?
Join now and save on annual meeting
registration. You’ll also enjoy these
member-only benefits:
• Abstract submission — only SfN
members can submit abstracts for
the annual meeting
• Lower registration rates and
more housing choices for the
annual meeting
• The Journal of Neuroscience —
access The Journal online and
receive a discounted subscription
on the print version
• Free essential color charges for
The Journal of Neuroscience
manuscripts, when first and last
authors are members
• Free online access to the European
Journal of Neuroscience
• Premium services on NeuroJobs,
SfN’s online career resource
• Member newsletters, including
Neuroscience Quarterly and Nexus
If you are not a member or let your
membership lapse, there’s never been
a better time to join or renew. Visit
www.sfn.org/joinnow and start receiving
your member benefits today.

www.sfn.org/
joinnow

The Department of Information Technology and Electrical
Engineering (www.ee.ethz.ch) at ETH Zurich and the Faculty
of Science (www.mnf.uzh.ch) of the University of Zurich invite
applications for the above-mentioned position in the Institute of Neuroinformatics (INI) to complement and extend its
vigorous research activities.
The research of the candidate should be directed towards the
theory and practice of computation in neural systems and
behavior, with a strong interest in theory driven experimental
neuroscience and information processing by neural circuits.
The successful candidate will combine cutting-edge theories
and experiments in neural information processing and computation to explore the causal links between neuronal circuits and behaviour in animals. An ability to develop requisite
neurotechnologies will be an asset. The successful candidate
will contribute to a highly collaborative multi-disciplinary
environment. We encourage internationally recognized candidates with strong research records to apply. We seek to fill
a full professorship position, but tenure track appointments
will be considered as well. The new professor will be expected
to teach undergraduate level courses (German or English) and
graduate level courses (English).
The INI is a joint institute of the Faculty of Science of the
University of Zurich and the Department of Information
Technology and Electrical Engineering of ETH Zurich. The
INI fosters research at the interface between neuroscience,
computing and engineering through its research, teaching
and graduate training, and specialist international workshop programs. Its members conduct a coordinated research
program by means of multidisciplinary teams composed of
about 70 biologists, physicists, psychologists, engineers and
computer scientists. Through many levels of experiment
and theory INI scientists explore how the circuits of the
brain process information to generate intelligent behavior.
They exploit new developments in silicon technology and
computers as a means of developing models and hardware
implementations of information processing and storage in
the brain. In order to strengthen interdisciplinary research,
the new professor should have a strong overlap with existing interests in the INI, and also forge links with other
institutes of the University of Zurich and the ETH Zurich
(for example: Biology, Brain Research, Pharmacology, Computer Science, Information Technology and Electrical Engineering, Mathematics, and Physics).
Applications should include a curriculum vitae, a list of
publications and statements of future research and teaching activities. The letter of application should be addressed
to the President of ETH Zurich, Prof. Dr. Ralph Eichler. The
closing date for applications is 15 June 2013. ETH Zurich is an
equal opportunity and affirmative action employer. In order
to increase the number of women in leading academic positions, we specifically encourage women to apply. ETH Zurich
is further responsive to the needs of dual career couples and
qualifies as a family friendly employer. Please apply online at
www.facultyaffairs.ethz.ch.

TLED
LED Transmitted Light Source

™

The TLED is a stand-alone LED light source that
can be used with the transmitted light path
of a microscope or in other applications
with similar requirements. This basic system
consists of an LED mounted on a special
black-anodized aluminum heat sink and a
controller. The TLED uses a high-output white
light LED, making it a suitable light source
for contrast methods, including Phase, and
Differential Interference Contrast (DIC).
FEATURES
s >10,000 hour lifetime
s >25µsecs on-off time
s TTL control (with polarity switch)
s Very stable output
s Compact stand-alone design
s Easy installation
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IN

A UTOBIOGRAPHY

THE LIVES AND DISCOVERIES OF EMINENT SENIOR NEUROSCIENTISTS CAPTURED IN AUTOBIOGRAPHICAL BOOKS AND VIDEOS

The History of Neuroscience in
Autobiography Series

Autobiographical Video
(Available in DVD Format)

Edited by Larry R. Squire
Outstanding neuroscientists tell the stories of
their scientific work in this fascinating series of
autobiographical essays. Within their writings,
they discuss major events that shaped their discoveries and their influences, as well as people
who inspired them and helped shape their careers
as neuroscientists.

PBS personality Richard Thomas interviews eminent senior neuroscientists who
reflect upon their lives, their dreams, and
their work, and share their insights on
what’s ahead in the field of neuroscience.

SfN’S HISTORY OF NEUROSCIENCE IN AUTOBIOGRAPHY VIDEO AND BOOK COLLECTIONS ARE FREELY AVAILABLE AT WWW.SFN.ORG/HISTORY

SfN members enjoy premium
services, including resume posting
and job alert e-mail notices.

SfN’S ONLINE CAREER CENTER

Have you seen SfN’s
HQKDQFHGMREVLWH"
NeuroJobs — the premier online neuroscience
FDUHHUFHQWHUċKHOSV\RXðQGMREVDQGPDQDJH
your career. NeuroJobs is now part of the National
Healthcare Career Network*SURYLGLQJDFFHVV
to even more career opportunities.
)RU\RXUQH[WFDUHHUVHDUFKYLVLW1HXUR-REVðUVW

www.sfn.org/neurojobs
The National Healthcare Career Network (NHCN) is a consortium of
healthcare association job boards working together to provide the most
effective recruitment resource.

“

Share the wonders of
the brain and mind with
A PUBLIC INFORMATION INITIATIVE OF:

Seeking resources to communicate
with the public about neuroscience?
Educating others through Brain
Awareness activities?
BrainFacts.org can help you
communicate how the brain works.

Explore BrainFacts.org for easy-to-use, accessible resources including:
UÊ
UÊ
UÊ
UÊ
UÊ

Information about hundreds of diseases and disorders
Concepts about brain function
Educational tools
Multimedia tools and a social media community
Interviews and discussions with leading researchers; and more

Visit BrainFacts.org

Who’s on NeurOnLine?
Emanuel DiCicco-Bloom
SfN Public Education and
Communication Committee Member
Robert Wood Johnson Medical School

Emma Duerden
SfN 2009 Next Generation Award Winner
The Hospital for Sick Children

Erich Jarvis
SfN’s Professional
Development
Committee Member
Duke University

Joanne Berger-Sweeney
SfN’s Professional
Development
Committee Co-chair
Tufts University

Join the Conversation
NeurOnLine is a new, SfN members-only online community where you can share great science,
network, forge collaborations, and keep in touch — anytime, anywhere — within a trusted forum. As
with the SfN annual meeting and The Journal of Neuroscience, NeurOnLine’s content and discussions
will be generated by members, for members.
Discuss emerging scientific findings
Explore new tools and techniques
Network year-round within the global community, more than 41,000 members worldwide
Share experiences and receive or provide mentoring on different career paths, stages,
and challenges
Get involved in public outreach, from Brain Awareness and science teaching to advocacy
NeurOnLine will help you advance your science and career on your schedule.

neuronline.sfn.org

Neuroscience
2013

SEE YOU IN

San Diego
November 9 – 13, 2013

